
SCOPE CERTIFICATE D
SANE Scope Certificate for chemical-free dry processing unit.

Scope Certificate Number: D000429

SANE
declares that

Navjivan Cotton Industries
Behind Dharti Oil Mill, 8-A National Highway

363621 Wankaner
Gujarat INDIA

SANE Company Number: U000349

Fulfill SANE requirements for chemical-free dry processing units according to the

SANE Standard - Version 3.0

and that the way the activities are performed in the facilities complies with this standard.
The processes carried out in the facilities for which this certificate is valid are:

Ginning, Warehousing, Distribution, Buying House

Certificate of reference for SANE certification validity: Ecocert - EGL/280601/GOTS/1626189/1

This certificate is valid until: 6th October 2024

Place and Date of Issue:
Berlin, 31th October 2023

Name of authorized person:
Mathilde Charpail

Stamp of the issuing body: SANE Logo

This Scope Certificate proves that the holder is authorized to produce SANE certified products. It doesn't mean that
all goods produced in its facilities are automatically certified SANE.
This Certificate provides no proof that any goods delivered by its holder are SANE certified. Proof of
certification of goods delivered is provided by a valid Transaction Certificate (TC) covering them. The issuing body
may withdraw this certificate before it expires if the declared conformity is no longer guaranteed.

This electronically issued document is the valid original version.
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Annex 1 to Scope Certificate no. D000429 - Product List
Navjivan Cotton Industries
SANE STANDARD

The following products comply with SANE Standard and are Certified SANE under this Scope Certificate:

Product Category Product Details Material composition Label Grade

Undyed Fibers Lint Cotton 100% organic cotton Organic

Place and Date of Issue:
Berlin, 31th October 2023

Name of authorized person:
Mathilde Charpail

Stamp of the issuing body: SANE Logo

This Scope Certificate proves that the holder is authorized to produce SANE certified products. It doesn't mean that all goods produced in its
facilities are automatically certified SANE.
This Certificate provides no proof that any goods delivered by its holder are SANE certified. Proof of
certification of goods delivered is provided by a valid Transaction Certificate (TC) covering them. The issuing body may withdraw this certificate
before it expires if the declared conformity is no longer guaranteed.

This electronically issued document is the valid original version.
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